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Abstract: This paper presents a comparative study of two processes of seawater desalination. Refer to our
systems we study performances of solar reverse osmosis and solar multiple effects distillation. The significant
one is that which ensures purified water by utilizing the minimum solar power. The clean energy and innovated
systems talking about developed pump for reverse osmosis and new evaporator for distillation let this work to
be qualified as an awesome challenge for renewable energies applications and environment protection. Both
are techniques of desalination coupled with solar energy so the efficiency and possibilities of wide use have
been confirmed.
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INTRODUCTION Solar Energy forms: Desalination systems are classified

This study is about the vital element of life forever. upon how solar energy is being used for desalinating sea
Indeed, about 72% of the earth’s surface has water cover water. We can use it under thermal energy for distillation
and about 97% of this is brackish in nature. The aim is to by multiple effects as that we can exploit it in mechanical
decrease salinity of seawater by exploitation of solar form for pump running required for reverse osmosis.
energy until conductivity becomes inferior to 650ìS/cm.
Thus, all uses of water require purification for either Multi–Effect Distillation (MED): This technique is
human and agriculture cause only 3% is fresh water. Less privileged thanks to increasing of feed water temperature
than one percent of fresh water is actually within human by steam and the resulting vapor is used in subsequent
reach [1]. Therefore, oceans seem to be adequate stages, so we can improve performance ratio [3]. The
alternative for fresh water shortage. The technology of input energy required for generating steam in MED can be
desalination processes driven by renewable energy produced from solar energy by different methods but we
systems is a promising solution and a big defiance to use in our case solar parabolic concentrator [4]. The cost
resolve scarcity about purified water. Moreover many of producing fresh water from the sea depends on system
researches around the world are being in process to geometry, form of energy, substances efficiencies. Solar
produce enough quantity with high quality as possible. collector and concentrator are being used to get fresh
Thereon, we present here the case of two innovated water from vapor generated by stages as effects during
processes of desalination with solar energy evaporation and distillation processes. The number of
implementation. The goal otherwise they have high effects is controlled in MED and the performance ratio is
performances is to determine the suitable by comparison optimized [5]. The MED consumes less power in
of different parameters as energy consumption, produced comparison to other thermal desalination processes and
quantity and salinity after purification. Many techniques each effect contributes to improve evaporation in the next
could run using solar power  but  the  privileged  ones  are effect. Generally the form of energy in this process is
reverse osmosis and distillation by multiple effects that thermal. These are modelization and conceptions as
we introduce in this paper. shown in given figures.

into direct and indirect collection systems [2] depending
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Fig. 1: Modelization of desalination by MED.

Fig. 2: Fabrication of MED evaporator. Fig. 5: Fabrication of pump for RO.

Fig. 3: Conception of automated solar parabolic Fig. 6: Automatization of PV sun tracking.
concentrator.

Fig. 4: RO modelization under Aspen Hysys. Fig. 7: Specific energy consumption with effect (MED).
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Fig. 8: Performance of desalination (MED).

Fig. 9: Specific energy for different powers (RO).

Fig. 10: Performance of desalination for various flows
(RO).

Table 1: Comparison between MED and RO performances.
Parameter MED RO
Principle Flash (effect) and Solution

evaporation diffusion
Energy form Thermal Electrical and mechanical
Consumption (Kwh/m ) < 2.5 < 5.73

Temperature(°C) 100 35
Pretreatment Low High
Conductivity(ìS/cm) <650 <650
Production(L/h) 11-31 34-60

Reverse Osmosis (RO): This technique requires the
pressure to enforce the phenomenon of desalination, by
pass of seawater through a semi-permeable membrane and
get permeate with less salt. Indeed, only water molecules
cross the membrane to the other side. For this technique
a conversion from electrical energy to mechanical one is
required. By way that we are looking to pressurize feed
water so the idea is to develop a pump to recuperate
energy as possible. Against to MED this process requires
preliminary treatment of feed water to protect membrane
from deterioration. The percentage of production reverse
osmosis varies between 35-60% of feed water base on
membrane technology and osmotic pressure. Solar power
extraction source for pressurizing needed by reverse
osmosis can be assured by different methods [6] also
conversion of solar energy from electrical energy using
PV panels [7]. Many recent units coupling RO systems
with solar PV arrays have been presented last years by
different researches. Battery banks are also required to
provide steady operating voltage required to operate the
pump during the night and low light periods. Above, we
build automated PV sun tracking to encourage investment
of our unit especially that our innovative pump is an
awesome contribution for this technique of purification.
A comparison between different desalination
technologies based on various parameters is given in the
reference [8]. In our paper, we restrict the study on the
MED and RO for seawater desalination coupled with solar
energy because they have many advantages to other
processes. Sure, the lower power consumption and better
performance ratio, MED is now the top for thermal
technology and RO is considered as baseline desalination
technology.

RESULTS

Interconnections MED: Refer to these references we can
establish the equations below for Multi-effect distillation
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]:

SEC = U.I / J (1)P

 = . (1-R) (2)P F

J = V t (3)P P
/

R=1-X /X (4)P F

Interconnections RO: We have built these equations
referred to many references [17, 18, 19, 20]:
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J  = V / t (5) Nomenclature:d d

R(%) = (1-X /X ).100 6)d f

SEC=m .C . [T -T ]/m (7)f p s f d

DISCUSSIONS AND ANALYSIS

Refer to our study both MED and RO have many
advantages and restricted inconvenient. For the first the
produced quantity is less than 31 L/h otherwise it is
important for the second with value that reaches up to
60L/h so as quantity RO is a promising technique of
purification. The evolution of temperature is important
and privileges the MED because the evaporation is
ensured easily. However, RO system doesn’t endure high
temperature that can cause damage of unit parts. All these
processes have product water with conductivity less than
650ìS/cm so they are qualified as suitable methods of
desalination. Moreover, the consumption for MED
respond to investment and so economic because it’s
limited in order of 2.5 KWh/m  unlike to RO for which the3

consumption varies in between 5.5-5.7 KWh/m  so the3

first is the significant under energy side. Finally by
anlyzing rejection of salt MED ensures efficiency of
rejection around 30%-40%. Thus, RO has efficient that
extend 40. In summary, both techniques challenge with
difference in parameters advantage for MED talking about
energy and superiority for RO while important production
is needed.

CONCLUSIONS

Desalination systems driven by solar energy are the
most promising applications of the renewable energy and
purification technologies. We have given here the sample
of a comparative study of the privileged methods that can
be used for investment with minimum costs and high
efficiency. In one hand they are attractive in a small scale
with many possibilities to be extended for large-scale
desalination keeping high performances. Finally, new
thinking lead to avoid scarcity of fresh water and realize
environment-friendly by implementation of renewable
energy in a clean exploitation.
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: Feed conductivity (ìS/cm). F

V : Permeate volume (L).P

: Permeate conductivity (ìS/cm).P

J : Feed flux (L/h).F

X : Feed salinity (g/L).F

U : Applicated voltage (V). 
I : Applicated current intensity (A).
J : Permeate flux (L/h).P

X : Concentration du permeat g/L.P

t : Time of desalination process (h). 
R : Rejection rate (%). 
SEC : Specific energy consumption (KWh/m )3

V : Distillate volume (L) d

X : Distillate Salinity (g/L)d

: Distillate Conductivity (mS/cm)d

m : Distillate mass (Kg)d

C : Heat capacity of liquid water (J/kg C)p
o

m : Feed mass of seawater in the evaporator (kg)f

J : Flow of Product fresh water (kg/s)d

T : Feed temperature of sea water (°C) f

T : Steam temperature (°C)s
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